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BLOOMFIELQ HILLS Punic ShOOLS

GRADUATION REQPIREMvN1S

1976 - Pre sent

15 credits in grades 10-12

1_1/2_credits in English 61ust include one semester course in 'fri[ing

during the 10th grade)

(Competency test to be taken at end of 9th grade in reading and writing

skills. Students will be placed in a coarse appropriate t; teir scores

on the competency test.)

1 1/2 credits in social studies to include:

1/2 credit in governMiirt
minimum of 1/2 credit in United States History

1 "credit in laboratory science (9th grade biolo_y fulfills the science

requfrement'but does not count as high school credit)

1 credit in mathematics (Algebra I or II taken in 9th grade fulfills the

math requirement but does not count as high school credit)

(All students will take a math competency test at the end of 11th

grade. Students not achieving the District competency standard
must take 1/2 credit of math in Grade 12.)

1 credit in physical education

Career education homeroom required of all students during each semester in-

Grades 10-12.
-

Minimum competencies must be achieved in each of the following areas:

1. Ability to follow directions.

2. Decision-making skills

3. Ability to measure in English units

4. Ability to measure in metric units

5. Ability to add, substract, multiply, and divide whole numbers and decimals;

ability to add, subtract, and multiply fractions.

6. Basic speaking skills
7. Ability to communicate ideas Ir. writing

8. Ability to identify key facts or ;cords in communication

9. Ability to comprehend printed materials.

10. Knowledge of procedures to obtain eaployment (applications, invorview techniques,

etc.)
11. Awareness of a number of potential career choices

"-12. Sufficient skills to secure a job

13. Appreciation for physical fitness

14, Students enrolled in the District's Special Education programs must Success-

fully complete an approved curriculum plan for graduation as certified by an

Educational Placement lnd Planning Committee.

REvised 3 -18 -73
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BLOOMFIELD HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1972 - 1975

A minimum of fourteen (14) units of credit must be earned in grades 10,
11 an, 12.,

One credit in Physical Educa,tion.

.....-One-half (1/2) unit of credit in American Government which may be taken in
11th or 12th grade.

In addition, these minimum educational requirements must be completed by
each graduating student to receive a diploma:

1. A student must demonstrate minimum proficiency in communication
skills by successfully completing one of the following:

(a) A score of 8.0 grade level oz higher in the reading compre-
hension section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test administered
in the ninth grade: -(b) Scoring at-or above the 8.0 level on
the Nelson-Denny Reading.Test administered during high school
attendance; (c) Successfully compteting the heading Skills
Course or an equivalent reading course which may be.substituted
upon request.

2. A student must demonstrate minimum proficiency in computational
skills by successfully completing one of the following; (a) AA,

score of 8.0 or higher in the arithmetic computation section of
the Metropolitan Achievement Test administered in the ninth grade;

(b) A score of 807 or higher on the Prescriptive Mathematics
Inventory, level a or b, administered in the ninth grade; (c)

Successfully completing M4h Concepts IV or an equivalent math
course during grades 10-- 12 or by completing Algebra I or
Geometry in grades 9 - 12.

111
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L.
BLOOMFIELD HILLS STUDENT PROFILE

Has Complctcd-411year of H.S. Credit in Physical Education

:I] 1st Semester 2nd Semester

Has Fulfilled Career Education Homereoom requirement each semester

Semester I Semester II

Grade 10

Semester I Semester II Semester 1 Semester II

E
Grade 11 Grade 12

Has Met Competency Requirements in each of the following areas:

Use Key to Mark:, a

A. Achievement Test

C. Course Completed

B. Criterion Referenc(*Test

D. Teacher Recommendation

- Ability to-follow direction.

Decision,Making Skills

Ability to Measure in English, Units

Ability to Measure in Metric Units

Ability to add, sub. mul, div. wh. num. dec. and frac.

Basis speaking skills

Ability to communicate ideas in writing

Ability to identify key words and facts in writing

Ability to comprehend printed materials

Knowledge of procedures to gain employment

Awareness of career choices

Skills to secure a job.

Appreciation of physical 3ctivities

Successfully completing Special Ed. Requirements when appropriate.

Teacher Advisor

Counselor/Supervisor



$tudent Name

BLOOMFIELD HILLS STUDENT PROFILE

Tentative

Year of Craduation

Has Completed f if tee-rTiiiirtttrf--ereti-i7t-------10---1.2___

1 . 11 ....., .

__--------- ---,.
0 0 0

_L
E _Li C CEE'

9

Has Completed 1.5 credits in English; one

semester to be a Writing Class in Grade 10

Writing
(Grade 10 requirement) Reading Req.

1/2 credit 1/2 credit

Has Completed 1.5 credits in Social Studies;

.5 credit to be in American History

.5 credit must be in American Government

0 Amer`tcan History 0 Social Studies
Elective

Has completed one credit in Laboratory Science

(9th grade fulfills requirement, but ices lot
A

.-writ- 1 ; 1F t .

Ninth Grade Biology

Total
English Req.

American Government

Name of Course

Has completed one credit6in Mathematics (Alg. I or II taken in

9th grade fulfills requirement but does not count towards the

fifteen credits)

Grade 9
Algebra I

Grade 9
Algebra II (or)

6
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Basic Skills

-sufficient skills
to secure a job

-decision-making
skills

-ability to ident-
ify key words. or

facts

- communicate in

writing

-communicate in

writing

-communicate in

writing

communicate in

writing

Saleable Skills

85% or more of the students of Bloomfield Hills School District

in grades 4 - 12 will annually demonstrate an awareness of appli-

cations of subject matter as a saleable skill and/or ,Wually

(

demonstrate the saleable skill with the minimum degree of pro-

ficiency as defined for the subjects/courses in which they are

enrolled.

Decision-Making-

85% oilmcre of Bloomfield'Hills students in Grade 8-12 will demon-

strate personal application of the steps in the decision-making

process in a minimum of two situations as evidenced by the pres-

ence of the follOwing informatiOn relative to each situation: j1)

Naming of three alternatives; (2) Description of advantages and

disadvantages of each alternative; (3) Description of the relation-

ship between pergonal goals and each alternative. to constitute a

course of action'to be followed in carrying-out decisions.

English ON.ectives.

Encyclopedia

Gi wi a one-page reading selection of factual material at a fifth

grade level, the student will identify at least two key words which

may be used to locate additional information in an encyclopedia.
(6R15) *

Bloomfield Hills students will deMonstrate their ability to write

a variety of paragraphs when given a list of topics or topic sen-

tences. The student must attain at least 80% accuracy on the

Bloomfield Hills Writing Skills Checklist. (9E14)

Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their ability to write a

descriptive paragraph using sensory details: The student may use

his own topic or one from a list of topics or titles supplied by the

teacher. The student must attain at least 80% accuracy on the 10

Bloomfield Hills Writing Skills Checklist.
(9E15)

Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their ability to write a

theme using sensory details. The student may use his own topic or

one from a given list of topics or titles. The student must attain

80% accuracy as measured by teacher judgment on the Bloomfield Hills

Writing Skills Checklist.
(9E16)

Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their ability to write a

personal narrative
(autohiography), writing in the first person and

using logical order and specific details
which identify him as a

unique individual. The student must attain 80% accuracy as measured

by teacher judgment on thc; Bloomfield Hills Writing akill Checklist.

(9E17)

-Agunter; refer to district objectives

7



GRADUAlq0N.R6;,CIREMENTS

Competencies to be demonstrat,:d as fart of graduation

course/program requirements:

Basic Skill

7knowledge of pro-
cedures to obtain
employment

- awareness of a

number of potential
career choices

Career Education Objectives

Employment

85% or more ot the students of Bloomfield Hills Sctiool District
prior Nifthe completion of the twelfth grade Will demonstrate an
awareness of each of Abe following as procedures necessary for
obtaining and-tetaining employment as determined by responses to
oral or written questions, role playing, or an interview:
(1) Sources for obtaining information about job openings;
(2) Making application to,include where to go, how to make
initial' contact, and procedures for correctly preparing an appli-

cation form; (3) Writing a letter of application to include
appropriate contents and format; (4) Writing a resume to include

information to be contained on resume as well as the format; (5)

Dress and grooming appropriate for an interview or daily on the

job; and (6) Information inclUded on employment testing,

Occupational Awareness

85% or-more of the students of Bloomfield Hills School District
in grades 4-12 will annually analyze occupations by gathering in-
formation on occupations as specified* 'for each grade level.

*Grades 4 6: Explore three jobs each year within a single cluster area
selected by the student and not previously explored. The

followiim types of information is required in the anal-

ysis for each of the jobs: (a) Naming at least two major

tasks performed; (b) Describing the similarities and
differences between his personal likes / dislikes, strengths/

,Aeaknesse and the tasks related to the jobs.

Grades 7 - 9: Explore at least one job within each of three cluster areas
selected by the student and not previously explored, The

following types of information are required in the analysis

ot each of the jobs: (a) Naming five major tasks performed;

(b) Naming entry level qualifications; (c) Describing thq
similarities and differences between the personal likes/

dislikes, strengths/weaknesses of the student and the tasks

performed on the job and entry-level qualifications; (d)

Projected manpower needs.

Grade e, 10-11: Explore' a minimum of three jobs annually wit_oin at least

one cluster selected by the student. The foll&ing types
,f information are required in the analysis of earn job:

TT-Iming five major tasks performed; (b) Naming entry

level qualificaeions;' (c) Describing the similarities and

differences between thy; personal likes/dislikes, strengths/

the student and the tasks performed on the

job, ond entry-level qualifications; (d) Projected manpower

needs.



-Basic Skills

'-ability to comprehend'

- printed material

-basic speaking
skills .

- ability to measure

in metric or English
units

- ability to measure
in metr'..c or English

units

- ability to measure

in metric or English
units . .

Vocabulary

When given a Standardized Re
Bloomfield Hills will identif
answers for each given word on
level.

ding Test in May, students enrolled in
a synonym, from a list of five possible

the minimum of an grade reading 4
(9E24)

Types of Speeches

Bloomfield Hills students will de nstrate their ability to partibipate
in two oral presentations to show lexideTIty in organization and

-presentatiol. Students must attdin a rating of 80% or higher on the
Bloomfield Hills-- Checklist when eval ated by'the teacher,

(4E4)

Mathematics/Science

Measure in English or Metric Units

Given five ]sine segments, the student will easure each correct to
the specified English or metric unit of mea urement.

(9MC50)

o

Measure in Mettic Units
Measuring:
ay-the,time of graduation, Bloomfield Hill§ stuc nts will demonstrate
the ability to make measurements of time, temper4ture, length, volume
and mass (to the nearest' unit specified), by dire t readings and/or
readings of difference. Students will provide cor ect answers for
at leash 60% of all questions /problems given for ea h of, the above
types of meagurements when provided with the followi g:

a) appropriate objects/events for measuring \

h) an ordinary time piece which will measure seconds,

and appropriate metric instruments for meas ing

in the following units: millimeter, centimet r
meter; liter, gram,`kilogram,
and degrees C

c) a set of at least five guestions/problems.(give at the

appropriate instructional level) for each type o
measurement; (example: time, temperature, length,
volume, mass)

Measuring

(District Science Obje tive)

Given a set of directions that relate to specified properties of
matter, instructor selected samples of matter, formuilas with'unit
instructor selected physical properties of matter and specified \

measuring instruments in the Metric system, at his level of instruction,

the learner will demonstrate procedures which describe the relation-\

ship among and between the specified prOperties of matter on the
'basis of his collected data as it relates to the specified properties
and measurements necessary in the metric system by'completing the
Bloomfield Hill; evaluation device with an accuracy equal to or

greater than:
weight, 2"g 9

2 mm

volume 2 ml Cr cm3
time 1 sec

J

.1
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Basic Skills

Ai

Sentence Recognition

- communicate Ln
Bloomfi eld Hills students will deMonstrate aleir ability to identify

Writing and make necessary corlections in sentence fragments add run-ons

-when given a selection of their own writing. Students must. attain

at'least 80% accuracy or have no more than the 'maximum number, of

errors prescrit6d on the Bloomfield Hills Writing Checklit:
(9E18)

PunctuatiOn

-communicate in 'Bloom-field Hills students will demonstrate their ability to use

writing . proper punctuation in'electionq4of theitown writing. Students must

attain at least 80% accuracy ,or have no more: than the maximum number

of errors. allow6d on the Bloomfield Hills Writing Skills CheqUist.
(9E1e)

Dictionary

Roget's Thesaurus

41.

- communicate in

writing

- communicate in

writing

.

Bloomfield Hills students will demonstriate their use of dictionary

:is evidenced by thdir'attainMent of at least 89% accuracy or no more

than the maximum numb6r of errors allowed on the Bloomfield Hills

Writing Skills Checklist, using a selection of their own writing.

Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their use of a Roget's

Thesaurus.as evidenced by theit attainment Of at least .WA accuracy

or no more than the maximum numberJof errors allowed on the Bloom-

field Hills Writing Skills Checklist, using a selection of their

own writing.
' (9E20)

Capitalization

Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their ability to identify 0

capitalisation needed in given selections and/or their personal .

writing as evidenced by their attainment of at least 904 accuracy or

no more than the maximum number of errors allowed-on the Bloomfield

Hills Writing Skills Checklist:
(C)E21)'

Usage

- communicate in .
Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate correct wage of tense,

writing case and number in personal writing as evidenced by at least 80%

accuracy or no more than the maximum number of error: allowed on

the Bloomfield Hills Writing Skills Checklist.

Comprehension a

(9E22) '1

,

- ability tb comprehend When given a Standardised Reading Test in May, student.F. enrolled

printed material in Bloomfield Hills will read and comprehend on the minimum of

an grade reading level. (level to be specified)
(9F23)

10



Basic Skill

o

Addition SubtractiQn,

Whole Numbers

1.

-ability to add,

subtract, multiRlY1F:

Operations

and dpide whole
..f

1, AdOltion

numbers

2. Subtract ion

' 3.

4: Division

- ability to follow

directions'

-appreciation for
physical activities
such as physical
fitness

Nita t on, and'hivisegn-of

.
:

(liven 5 addifLon problems (un Lo rive addend
and five place values) , the =,tall,len4 will arrive

at a.A.lution by answering corrrectly 60% ofTthe

problems.

1.

J

Given 5 sabtraction problems up to 5 Vace
values, the student will arrive at "correct'.
solutipn 60% of the time.

di?

Given five ptoblems .(with a.fantoe up to three,
places), the 4tudent win arrive. at correct

-

product: 6D% 'of'the* time.

.
.

Given problems, divisor to two'digitt, the
student will arrive at correct quotient 60%

of the time.
(7M11.4)

Following Diretkons:
'Oral: By the.e,,d of tho.3th grade and in each science course there-

after, Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their Ability to

follow, in sequence, directions dictated by the teacher at-a, rate,of

GO words per Minute, with at least 5' sequenced steps. Students must

attain 100% accuracy with directions.
Written: By tnp end of,the 8th. grade and inleach science course
thereafter, Bloomfield Hills students will demonstrate their ability

to follotg, it sequence,. ,,,-itten directions in vocabulary at Ws
level, containing at lease 5 sequenced steps. Students -must complete

steps independently, without clarification, with 100% accuracy'.

(District Cbj9ctive)

Following Directions:
Given a five step,set of oral directions, students enrolled in the
Bloomfield HLlis Schools ;411 demonstrate each requ,_n step without

beneeit of the dirctions being repeated or written down with at
10.u.t 7U% accqracy.

(9E2)

Physical Education Objectives

Physioal Fitness

Before terminating their experience in physical education, Bloomfield

Hills sturdents will know normal standards of physical fitness, the

value of such, and will demonstrate means of developing physical

fifnessithrough use of a variety of exeicises to develop the capacity

of the body to meet normal standards:of physical fitncss ai.t evidenced

by obserl,ation of the student during the pre-content vehicle warming-

up rioa at a 7n% mLnimum level of effectiveness.
(PE14)

11
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'Value of Exercise

Before terminating his or her experience in physical, education,

Bloomfield Hills students win underAtand the effects ,of exercise

on pe rsonal health and quality of performance through demonstration

of exercises to develop th* body for everyday living as evidenced

by observation of students' application of exercise for the devel-

opment of the body for everyday living at 70% minimum level of

'effectiveness.
(PE15)

.
Mechanical Principles

Before terminating his/her experience in-physical educ- ation, Bloom-

field Hills students will understand the basic. mecnanical,princlpies

of movement of the skills of content vehicles as evidenced by

v. .
observation of students' basic movements in content Vehicle partici-

. potion at 4 70% minimum level of performance. .

,
. (PE16)

Physical Fitness

Before terminating their experience-in physical educationi..Bldpmfield

7 Hills students will develop and participate in a plan of exercise;

including measuring their oWn revel of physical fitness, to develop

and maintain physical fitness as evidenced by measyrement in the

.1'residents' Council of Physical Fitness National '1es and-meeting

at least the minimum standards according to age, height, weight,

and physical body structure;

,0.

Self-discipline Sportsmanship

(PE24)

a'
Before terminating.th eir experience in physical education, Bloomfield

%. Hills students will demonstrate an attitude of fairness an-' good -

sportsmanship inalkl activities and will emonstate self-coxtrol-in

both victory andefeat to demonstrate pc:itive feelings toward self

and others in.activity'as evidenced by observation of students' be--

hav1.6ral patterns during participation in'activities at a 70% minimum

1vel of performance-_,
(1'4:17)"

,

Self-eftScovery, Self-lreApect, Pride

Bef6re kerminating their experience in phySic-al education, Bloomfield

Hills students will evaluate their own potential and will esta.)lish7

realistic, personal activity gOals, demonstrate their ability to syn-

thesize physical skill performance and knowledge into a positive.

gelf-cdncept related tdthe demands of an activity as evidenced by

observation of students' participation in the activities selected at

a 70%.minimum level. of performance. (PE18)

Thamwork

Before t.,2rminat,ing their experiencein physical education, Bloomfield

Hills,studGits will demonstrate positive interaction with their peers

In a variety ..)f situations to achieve a specified goal as evidenced

through .observation of students' interaction with teammates during

participation in content vehicles at a 70% minimum level of per-

formance! (PE19)
I I



Competitive Spirit

Before terminating their experience in physical education, Bloomfield

Hills students will demonstrate an effort to meet the challenge's of

competition by applying physical. effort with determination to master

the situations created in a variety_ of contentwehicies as evidenCed

by observation of students' efforts in executing skills and strategies'

of play in a variety of cc:intent vehicles at a 70% minimum level of

performance.

r\- (PPPL _

- Organizational Skills

3

Before terminating their experience in physical education, Bloomfield_ L

Hills students will demonstratleadrship skills and ability to organ-

ize an activity by organizing a group-of his or her peers for an

activity and leading them into active participation in that activity

as evidenced by observation of students! reaction to the opportunities

to display leadership and organizational skills during a variety of

content vehicles at a 70% minimum leve of performnce.
(rE21)

Respect for Individual Differences

Before terminating their experienCe in physical education, Bloomfield-

Rills students will. demonstrate respect forthe differences in the

physical, mental, and emotional characteristics of individuals as

each attempts to participate in a variety off activities as evidenced

by observation of students' reaction to the diffgrences of his class-

mates in their application of physica?, mental, and emotionaloutput:.

during participation in a variety of content at a 70% minimum.1eveIT

of performance.
(PE22)

Enjoyment

Before terminating their experience in physical education, Bloomfield

Hills studen'c will enjoy participating in content vehicles as eacti

gainS self-satisfaction through their efforts as evidenced by obser- -

vation of students' reactions in content vehicle participation at a

70% minimum level of performance.

13
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